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 CRANE'S WATERFALL ILLUSION

 By D. H. MELLOR

 T M. CRANE ('The Waterfall Illusion', ANALYSIs above, pp.
 . 142-7) thinks his eponymous illusion teaches us something

 about perception. I agree, but not with what it's taught him,
 namely that perceptual experiences aren't 'composed of concepts'
 in the sense that beliefs are. Take the concept of motion (F) and
 the belief that something moves. No one who lacks that concept
 can have that belief, because the belief in some sense contains the
 concept. What the sense is, and whether concepts are conceptually
 prior to beliefs, are good questions, but ones I needn't go into.
 The question here is whether perceptual experiences also contain
 concepts in this sense, whatever it is. Crane thinks the Waterfall
 Illusion (WI) experience shows that they don't. I think it shows no
 such thing.

 In the Waterfall Illusion an object a apparently looks both to
 move and not to move. I say we need the concept F to have that
 experience, just as we need it to believe that a is F. For how,
 unless it contained that concept, could 'the content of the experi-
 ence itself [be] contradictory', as Crane says it is (p. 144)? What is the
 contradiction, is not Fa & - Fa? Crane doesn't say. Nor does he say
 how, without containing the concept F, the WI experience can
 include believing that a looks to be both F and not-F, which it
 evidently does.

 Why then does Crane deny that in the WI experience a is con-
 ceived both to be and not to be F? His denial is based on his
 criterion (II) of difference for concepts, inspired by his Fregean cri-
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 terion of difference (I) for the senses of sentences. And from (II) he
 derives the following principle:

 (III) F and G are different perceptual* concepts if it is possible for
 a subject to have (at the same time) an experience with the con-
 tent that a is F and an experience with the content that a is not-G.
 (p. 145, *my italics.)

 If the content of the WI experience is FA & - Fa, (III) is false.
 Whereas (III)'s analogue for belief is very plausible, at least for
 conscious belief:

 (IIIB) F and G are different belief concepts if it is possible for a
 subject to have (at the same time) a belief with the content that
 a is F and a belief with the content that a is not-G.

 As it stands, of course, (IIIB) purports only to be a criterion of
 difference for belief concepts, as (III) does for perceptual concepts.
 But the concept F is the same whether it is a constituent of a
 belief, a fear, a desire - or a perceptual experience. The italicized
 words 'perceptual' and 'belief' should therefore be deleted from (III)
 and (IIIB). In fact for present purposes (IIIB) may be simplified
 further to

 (B) No one can have a conscious belief with the content
 Fa & - Fa,

 and (III) to

 (P) No one can have a perceptual experience with the content
 FA & - Fa.

 What the WI experience seems to show is that even if (B) is true,
 (P) isn't. But Crane thinks (P) must be true of any experience that
 contains the concept F, so the WI experience can't really have the
 content it seems to have. But why not? After all, many of (B)'s
 other analogues seem equally false: we can, it seems, easily fear or
 desire (for one reason) that a is F while fearing or desiring (for
 another) that it isn't. That doesn't make anyone deny that those
 fears and desires really contain the concept F. Why then deny that
 the WI experience does so too?

 A reason emerges when we ask why contradictory beliefs are
 more problematic than contradictory fears and desires. The
 answer is, of course, that belief, unlike fear and desire, aims solely
 at truth, in the sense shown by Moore's paradox (here contra-
 posed): it's only absurd to say something of the form 'I X that p
 but it isn't true' for all p when 'X' is or entails 'believe'. To believe
 a proposition p is always just to think it true, which isn't generally
 true of other propositional attitudes. No one fears or desires what
 they think they already have - they may fear or desire its continu-
 ance, but that's another matter. So 'I fear/desire that p and it isn't
 true' is hardly ever an absurd thing to say. That's why contradic-
 tion in the content of a fear or desire is usually no more proble-
 matic than it is in the content of a disbelief.
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 But perceptual experience isn't like fear or desire. Like belief,
 although it may be false, it seems to aim solely at truth: its
 function, after all, is to tell us how the world truly is. So why isn't
 (P) as true as (B)? Perhaps it is - because (B) is false too, since we
 can have contradictory beliefs, Moore's paradox notwithstanding.
 Suppose I believe that all even numbers are the sum of two
 primes, and you don't. One of us has a contradictory belief: but
 will anyone therefore deny that it contains the concepts of even
 and prime numbers? Well, maybe some philosophers would deny
 that but we can leave that question open. For whether or not we
 can consciously believe so complex a contradiction, we can hardly
 consciously believe one as simple as Fa & - Fa, and certainly not
 while being conscious that it is a contradiction: because to be
 conscious of that is to see that it can't be true. Read that way, (B) is
 certainly true.
 Yet the WI experience seems to show that, read the same way,

 (P) is false. In it we do seem to be conscious of having an experi-
 ence with a contradictory content: Fa & - Fa. But how can a
 perceptual experience have such a content if, like belief, it aims
 solely at truth? Crane thinks it can't. I think it has to: so I must say
 how.

 First, as Crane has pointed out to me, the sense in which
 perceptual experience aims at truth isn't captured by the analogue
 of Moore's paradox. It isn't absurd to say I see that a is F but it
 isn't' (ignoring the trivial 'achievement' sense of 'see' and the sense
 in which it entails 'believe'). But this just follows from the fact that
 we don't always believe what we see: a fact shown as much by the
 Muller-Lyer as by the Waterfall Illusion. But then in what sense
 does perceptual experience aim at truth?

 The obvious answer is one that Crane mentions but doesn't

 endorse: perceptual experience is or entails an 'inclination to
 believe' (p 144). The experience has the content of the belief, but
 may not produce it, because it may conflict - via (B) - with an
 existing belief. The inclination to believe is still there, but is
 suppressed, as in the Muller-Lyer Illusion. But that, as Crane says,
 can't be how the Waterfall Illusion works, because there we are
 conscious of a contradiction in the supposed content of the
 experience itself. That experience can't be a suppressed inclina-
 tion to believe that content, since we can't be inclined to believe
 so patent a falsehood in the first place.

 We could, however, be inclined to believe that Fa while also
 being inclined to believe that -Fa. And that, I submit, is what
 happens in the Waterfall Illusion. There isn't simply, as Crane
 claims, 'a contradiction in the one content of one attitude' (p. 144).
 Rather we are conscious of seeing that a moves while also seeing
 that it doesn't. One of these two perceptual experiences gives us
 the corresponding belief, say that a doesn't move, which then
 suppresses the rival inclination to believe that it does.
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 The real question is: what produces these conflicting inclina-
 tions, to believe thatamoves, and that it doesn't, at the same time?
 I think the answer is that motion includes two distinct concepts,
 each with its own perceptual mechanism: moving (motion at an
 instant), and having moved (being in different places at different
 times). We know we can see that a has moved without ever seeing
 it moving; and the converse is also true. We know we can see
 something moving without seeing that it's moved, since, as we
 know, a moving object can catch our eye when a stationary one
 wouldn't. In other words, we have an independent perceptual
 mechanism for seeing things moving. It may, of course, take time:
 maybe we can't see absolutely instantaneous motion. But the
 mechanism can still show us perceptibly instantaneous motion:
 that is, motion over an imperceptibly small time span, which we
 conceive to be instantaneous. And when this mechanism (rightly
 or wrongly) shows us a moving, it will naturally incline us also to
 believe that a has moved: since moving for any finite time entails
 having moved. So it also inclines us to believe simply that a moves:
 it gives us a perceptual experience whose content is Fa. And
 normally, of course, when that experience is veridical, it will be
 confirmed by the mechanism which shows us that, over a
 perceptible time span, a has moved. But it needn't be so
 confirmed; and in the Waterfall Illusion, it isn't: the two mechan-
 isms simultaneously give us conflicting perceptual experiences.

 In short, not only must we credit the Waterfall Illusion
 experience with containing the concept F, in order to explain its
 contradictory content, we can. So we should. It is an illusion to
 suppose, as Crane does, that this illusion shows perceptual
 experience not to be composed of concepts.'

 Darwin College, ? D. H. MELLOR 1988
 Cambridge CB3 9EU

 'Notwithstanding our disagreement, the above owes much to Mr Crane's replies
 to my earlier criticisms of his paper.

 CONCEPTS IN PERCEPTION

 By TIM CRANE

 I CAN agree with much of what D. H. Mellor says in his response
 to my paper ('Crane's Waterfall Illusion' ANALYSIS, above pp.

 147-152). I can agree that perception in some sense 'aims' at truth,
 that its function 'is to tell us how the world truly is' (p. 149). I can
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